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Kuski: EVERYBODY KNEW ;] EOL ID: NOBODY KNEW. PAWQMISSED BY 1!
(1p)

PEM Quiz
2018 ANSWER SHEET

lev 1 best result - berh got 11,23p and Mielz 10,98p out of 13p possible for 1.1+1.2
Name 6 internals (name/number) which include a text inside them.

Level Text - up to 0,5p for full answer
18 SPIRAL SPIRAL

32 STEEP CORNER START
43 HEHE HE HE

46 BOWLING MUE. Theres also an “?” but nobody said. MUE was enough for 0,5p

48 DOWNHILL

TRY AGAIN,
SLOW DOWN,
I WARNED YOU!!!
Some people knew a mix of 2, nobody knew all

55 MORE LEVELS

WWW.ELASTOMANIA.COM
VISIT OUT HOMEPAGE FOR MORE LEVELS
Nobody knew full answer. E.g. “visit www.elastomania.com for more levels
“ was enough to get 0,4p

Averagely people had 3 correct answers, usually followed by correct text.
Nobody knew all 6 levels, some knew 5 though.
Berh 7,23p and Mielz 6,98p out of 9p possible
1.1. Is the fastest public SL replay of shown route faster than official (#401) WR? Tick the faster
option. Many correct answers, around half of people had 4/4p

SL WR 1p SL WR 1p

SL WR 1p SL WR 1p

27 SL is around 0,1s faster than WR. 22 and 46 were imaginary routes. Some people said “i didnt
know such style exists” :D well, im quite sure there were some attempts (at least the 22) but
these are basically slow

http://www.elastomania.com
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lev 2 - PIZGAM STALE W EKSTERNALE
2.1 Name one battle levpack name that are/were made by these kuskis (eg. ZroXX or daquiXXX).
The core matters; amount of Xs is optional.
At first i wanted to ask for 5 packs, but it would be just too much to mention
Most people had quite low results.
Best result was by berh who got 11/12 correct answers. The only wrong one from him was
“pawqXX” instead of e.g. “pawqBX” or “pawqPXX” D:
bEAT beatXX, lagaXX, wyjebXX occured
berh miszXX was most common
Chris chXX was most common
Codeq NO levels. Some people knew
Fejm FejmXX were the only answers
jblaze jblXX was most common
Kulisty badylXXmost common, some people guessed KulXX or similar
Mielz MielzXX was most common
Mira NO levels. Some people knew
Morgan wonsXX, lagaXX most common
pawq pawqBXX pawqPXX were correct while many guessed pawqXX as far as i remember.
Stooq flatosXX, pajposXX, miszpiXX occured
1. How many internals do you have to finish to get
an access to the editor?
A) First 5
B) Any 5
C) Finish the 5th
Many knew, A) was common too though

2. Whats the vertex limit for one polygon?
A) 500
B) Zero
C) 2000
D) 1000
Many people guessed 2000

3. What picture distance will cover grass?
A) 499 or less
B) 500 or more
C) 600 or less
D) 601 or more
Not many knew. Usually wrong guess. The few
correct answers were usually a guess too, pawq
knew as the only one IIRC

4. What picture distance will cover bike?
A) 499 or less
B) 500 or more
C) 600 or less
D) 601 or more
<== Same

5. Who played most battles on EOL?
A) Zero
B) VALDO
C) Lukazz
D) Reefer
Most knew

6. Who has the biggest winrow on EOL?
A) Zero
B) Markku
C) Bjenn
D) Xiphias
Most knew

7. Who won the most battles on EOL?
A) Zero
B) Zweq
C) Markku
D) adi
Most knew

8. Who started the most battles on EOL?
A) Chris
B) Ramone
C) TL
D) Reefer
Most knew
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How to get an editable version of any internal by using internal editor? Make qwquuXXX.levMany knew
Name 3 players who finished all ChainPie levels (ChainPie, ChainPII, ChainPI3).
adi, jblaze, Markku
Nobody knew full answer, often a mix of 2 of these + Zero often
Who organised these?
- First Finish CUP (FFC) nick-o-maticmany knew
- Elma Grand Prix (EGP) Rubenmost knew
- flatos cup Stooq SOME DIDNT KNOW even after 2 flatos cups on PEM. LOL!
- Dino Run sunlmany knew
- Couples contest pawqmost knew
- mawlimination Sla nobody knew. Only one person didnt guess Mawane and guessed Ruben
- 32 Cup Bjennmany knew
Pawq got 7,33 out of 8,5p possible in 2.2 which was the best result

lev 3 - BO NIE POMYSŁ, ACZ TECHNIKA ZROBI Z CIEBIE ZAWODNIKA
This was the hardest question as expected. It required some nice connection of riddle solving and
elma technique knowledge. Style ideas didnt give points, because Zworqy has “great volt ideas”
Nobody had high result, but some nice job by PEMguys anyways!
Berh had most with 6,25p/8p

Zworqy asks: Attachment: Your answer:
Damn, i cant hang the apple and get back up.
Any tips? You HAVE TO hang, but i keep
falling. HELP!
P.S. Bismuth does a weird laughs at me again.

Set high fps
Remember the “Bismuth
messes with eolconf.exe” part
in question? Connect it with
the “P.S.” part in message.
Bismuth changed FPS to low
and you cant get the grip.
Around half people knew

Help me fast, its a short battle! TL put a
fucked up flower inside ground and you have
to bug into inside. I press brake on the
Vshaped place but it doesnt work. I’m stuck!
What should i do?
P.S. i just did a sicko slide in a battle, even
zweq was amazed! plz check replay after.

Set low fps
Look at the P.S. part. Zworqy
did a slide so it seems he has
high fps. He needs low fps to
bug inside.
Around half people knew

My fingers start to hurt. I do alo, then right.
Of course i keep gasing the way you see. But i
keep hitting head. IM SURE i have to do the
spin, cause its faster. Turn at the last moment
doesnt help either. Any ideas? Cheers.

Spinboosting (nobody said
the 2 techniques of it though)
Low fps
Nobody mentioned both,
each answer had a few
guessers
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What a kicker, LOL! I have to squeeze through the
hole smaller than wheel on the start. But i HAVE
TO hang on the vsync on bottom. Cant get in
because of killer. I tried multiple FPS but its either
start or end that works. Please help, what is the
trick?
P.S. i cant use any non-eol external programs. I
dont like cheating.

Press printscreen
Nobody knew, but i gave
points for “put timer on at
beginning” and “ingame +/-
zoom” as they MAY indeed
work in specific
circumstances. Also only like 3
people answered like that and
i decided to award these as
they show a good technical
understanding

3.2 There are 3 zweq spin types. Please describe the key techniques of each - what and when to
press? Assume you are already spinning. (3x 1p)
Mark the technique that would allow you to go up a slope. (1p).
- just alo
- aloing and turn-turn to make backwheel gas at the ground
- brake with fronthwheel, gas with second wheel <- slope one
Berh had close to full result with 3,5/4p. Most had at least 2 close-to correct enough answers but
often brake technique was not described correctly. And many knew brake is needed for slope
lev 4 - MANS TALK
4.1 Who is known for notorious use of these phrases?

Quote ???????? = ?
<???????> goodgood,

<???????> grazy

TL
Some knew

<???????> :bear:,

<???????> let me know if that helps

bene
Most knew

<???????> :cat: Danitah
Many knew

<???????> piss from ass Anpdad
Some knew

<???????> new easy short level normal battle mode please Juka
Most knew

<???????> GGGGGGGGET GOOD Bjenn
Some half knew

<???????> hi :>,

<???????> get well

Chris
Most knew

<???????> FIUCK FUC KF UC KF UCKE!!!,

<???????> HIOROPAOPKL:AKL:AKL:AKL:!,

<???????> HELLLLL FUCKKK KASSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSS

Ramone
Most knew

<???????> how lev ILKKA
Most knew

<???????> i ate sandwich

<???????> now toothbrush

Talli
Not that many knew

Mielz got 9p/10p here as the highest result


